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Abstract— Now a day’s concerns about methanol have 

increased from the viewpoints of environmental protection 

and versatility of fuels at a global scale. Energetic research 

on methanol-fueled automobile engines has been forwarded 

from the viewpoints of low environmental pollution and the 

use of alternate fuel since the oil crisis, and they are now 

being tested on vehicles in various countries in the world. 

Desire for saving of maintenance cost and labour prevails as 

well as the environmental problems in the field of marine 

engines. From these motives scientists have carried out 

research and development of a methanol fueled marine 

diesel engine which is quite different from automobile 

engines in the size, main particulars, working condition and 

durability. Although scientists have made a great use of 

invaluable knowledge from automotive technology, some 

special studies were necessary due to these differences. 

Ignition method is a typical one. Dual fuel injection system 

was tried for trouble-free ignition of methanol fuel. This 

system is thought to be the most favorable ignition method 

for marine diesel engines which have to withstand quick 

load change and accept no misfiring. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Energetic research on methanol-fueled automobile engines 

has been forwarded from the viewpoints of 

low environmental pollution and the use of alternate fuel 

since the oil crisis, and they are now being tested on 

vehicles in various countries in the world. Various technical 

issues have already been solved or the prospect is bright for 

them. It can be said that this type of engine is very close to 

completion at present. On the other hand, it is an actual 

situation in the marine engine field that the research on this 

type of engine has hardly been tested so far, since it has 

seldom been evaluated from the viewpoint of environmental 

pollution control because it is used at sea and the idea to use 

methanol on marine engines is not established. 

 However, IMO (International Maritime 

Organization) is now investigating to include exhaust gas 

from ships in the objects to be controlled from the viewpoint 

of environmental protection on a worldwide scale that has 

been loudly emphasized recently. In case clean methanol is 

used as fuel, work for handling complicated machines such 

as centrifuges for heavy fuel oil and for treating 

sludge discharged from them can be avoided, and further it 

can be expected to lessen frequent engine maintenance 

work. It has therefore been strongly desired to use methanol 

on marine diesel engines from mainly the viewpoint of 

pursuing economy. Though knowledge which has been 

gained with automobile engines can be used in principle, 

many subjects to be solved still remain, since marine diesel 

engines have large bores and mean effective pressures of 

more than two times as much, their operating conditions 

are extremely severe and they need high reliability and 

durability in comparison with automobile engines or 

I.C.engines. 

 Methanol has a cetane number of three and, 

consequently, extremely low ignitability. Marine engines 

with spark ignition cannot exhibit mean effective pressures 

as high as those of ordinary diesel engines because of the 

high rate of pressure rise during ignition and they cannot 

permit misfiring because of the large volume of their 

exhaust systems. The dual fuel injection system which has 

actual service results on large-sized gas engines has 

therefore been selected as the ignition system for this 

research. Since methanol is not only corrosive but also 

insufficient in lubricating ability, elemental research has 

been needed to solve these issues. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE 

A single cylinder, four-stroke, direct-injection type diesel 

engine having a cylinder bore of 250 mm has been modified 

so as to be suitable for this experiment. The rated speed of 

this experimental engine has been set lower than that of the 

original type so that the results of this research can be 

utilized as widely as possible. Table 1 and Fig. show the 

principal particulars of the experimental engine and the 

schematic drawing.  

 The combustion system of the experimental engine 

is of a dual fuel injection type such that the main fuel 

injection valve (methanol) is located at the centre of the 

combustion chamber and atomized fuel from this valve is 

ignited by the pilot oil injection from the secondary injection 

valve (oil) located on the cylinder head near the periphery of 

the combustion space. This system has been adopted from 

the reasons that it has the high stability of ignition, good low 

load performance and high reliability, and that it serves as a 

measure to prevent corrosion, since combustion deposits 

made by pilot oil injection cover the inside surface of the 

combustion chamber.  

Fig. 1: Experimental Engine 
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 The methanol injection pump is of a forced 

lubrication type to prevent lubrication troubles. Since 

methanol is highly volatile, the auxiliary equipment of the 

methanol system such as the fuel tank, strainer, supply pump 

and valves have been installed in an enclosed chamber (a 

fuel supply unit). 

 
Fig. 2: Parameter of four-stroke, direct-injection type diesel 

engine 

 A fan and a gas detector have been installed to 

sufficiently ventilate the inside of the unit for safety. Pipe 

joints are also of special structure to prevent fuel leakage. 

Though the dual fuel injection system involves such a 

demerit that its fuel system becomes complicated, auxiliary 

machinery such as generating engines and a boiler burn fuel 

oil on board in case of a ship, and large gain cannot be 

expected even though only the main engine adopts a system 

of burning only methanol unless these auxiliary machines 

also burn only methanol. 

III. OPERATION TEST UNDER NORMAL CONDITION 

Under the full load condition of the above mentioned 

experimental engine (mean effective pressure Pme: 

16.13kgf/cm), influence on engine performance, the 

contamination condition of engine inside and lubricating oil, 

and the properties of exhaust gas have been investigated by 

changing the specifications of the pilot oil injection nozzle, 

main fuel injection nozzle and main fuel injection pump, 

fuel injection timing and the quantity of pilot oil. 

IV. INFLUENCE OF PILOT OIL INJECTION NOZZLE 

The effect of the pilot oil injection nozzle has been 

confirmed by changing the number and diameter of nozzle 

holes and the direction of injection in the range. As a result, 

the one-hole nozzle is the best in terms of fuel consumption, 

the stability of cylinder pressure and the reduction in the 

quantity of pilot oil. Shows engine performance when the 

total nozzle hole area of the pilot oil injection valve has been 

kept constant (35% of the total nozzle hole area of the 

injection valve for burning only oil) and the number of 

nozzle holes has been changed. 

 The two-hole nozzle shows slightly better fuel 

consumption. However, it is not preferable from the 

viewpoint of ignition stability, since the variation of 

maximum cylinder pressure (P max) is large. 

V. INFLUENCE OF METHANOL INJECTION NOZZLE   

Engine performance has been confirmed using methanol 

injection nozzles of which the numbers of nozzle holes are 

8, 9, 10 and 12, and nozzle hole diameters have been 

selected in the range from 0.39mm to 0.48mm (90% to 

200% of the nozzle area of the injection nozzle for burning 

only oil).As a result, it has turned out that, in case of the 

experimental engine, the injection nozzle which has ten 

nozzle holes of 0.46mm in diameter, i.e.150% of the nozzle 

area of the injection nozzle for burning only oil, shows the 

best fuel consumption. 

 
Fig. 3: Engine performance 

Engine performance against the number of injection nozzle 

holes using intake air pressure as a parameter when using 

injection nozzles of which areas have been kept constant 

(130% of the nozzle area of the injection nozzle for burning 

only oil) and the number of nozzle holes has been 8, 10 and 

12.  

 Though the 8-hole nozzle shows the specific fuel 

consumption on almost the same level as that for the 10-hole 

nozzle, the former shows better performance, since both 

Pmax and exhaust temperature are lower. It shows that 

temperatures for the 8-hole nozzle are higher by nearly 40lC 

than those for other nozzles and the above mentioned 

conjecture is correct. The 12-hole nozzle shows slightly 

worse fuel consumption probably due to the interference of 

sprays. The spray angle in this case becomes 17 or 18 

degrees and sprays do not directly touch each other. 

VI. INFLUENCE OF P1UNGER DIAMETER OF METHANOL 

INJECTION PUMP 

Engine performance in case where the plunger diameter of 

the methanol injection pump has been changed in the range 

from 22mm to 28mm. The test has been carried out with 

injection timing  being  set  at  23  degrees  before  TDC 

(statically) for pumps having plunger diameters from 22mm 

to 27mm and at 20 degrees before TDC  (statically)for  the  

pump  having  plunger diameter of 28mm,  since  maximum  

cylinder pressure has been predicted to exceed an al1ow-

able limit in this case. As seen in this figure, the injection 

duration and the specific fuel consumption-on are almost 

constant in the range of plunger diameter from 26mm to 

28mm. 

 Since Pmax has an allowable limit and injection 

timing must be changed when the rate of injection is 

increased, the improvement in fuel consumption is small 

even though the plunger diameter of the methanol injection 

pump is made too large. It can therefore be said that the 

limit to the plunger diameter is about l.3 times of that for 

only oil burning.   
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 It can be seen from Figs.11 and 12 that the 

influence of the plunger diameter on the distribute-ion of 

heat release rates and on injection pressure and the lift 

pattern of the needle valve become small. 

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of heat Release Rates for Various 

Plunger Diameters 

VII. INFLUENCE OF INJECTION TIMING  

The engine performance becomes better in case where pilot 

oil is injected earlier by two degrees than methanol. Though 

the test where pilot oil is injected later than methanol has 

also been carried out, combustion has not stabilized and 

continuous running has been difficult. 

VIII. INFLUENCE OF THE QUANTITY OF PILOT OIL   

It can be seen that the lowest points of specific fuel 

consumption differ with the specifications of pilot oil 

injection valves. That is, the percentage of pilot oil in total 

consumed fuel for the lowest point of specific fuel 

consumption is between 11 and 12% for the one-hole nozzle 

and that is near 15% for the three-hole nozzle. Thus, the 

lowest point shifts toward the larger percentage of pilot oil. 

Though the quantity of pilot oil can be decreased down to 

about 4% by making the pilot oil injection nozzle area 

smaller, proper quantity is considered to be 12-15% in 

practice 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Tests have been carried out under static and dynamic 

conditions in order to grasp engine performance when 

methanol is applied to marine diesel engines. As a result, it 

has turned out that the performance of a methano1/oil 

burning engine can be improved near to the performance 

level of an oil burning engine by 

(1) Optimizing the fuel injection system and the 

combustion chamber geometry. 

(2) Adapting the fuel regulating system and the intake 

air system of the former. 
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